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This research characterizes the spatial and temporal distribution of bow echo occurring in the cool season over
Poland. The number of bow echo cases was established using the identification criteria proposed by Fujita (1978),
Burke and Schultz (2004) and Klimowski et al. (2000, 2004). This study also provides information on the types
and modes of bow echo development, as well as a description of the environmental conditions (synoptic, kinematic
and thermodynamic) associated with the identified cases (favorable to their development). The environmental
conditions were determined based on upper air soundings, as well as ERA-Interim and Era-5 reanalyses. The
results were compared with previous studies for warm season bow echoes.
Preliminary results indicate that most cool season bow echoes develop from a squall line, which form on the cold
front of a deep depression (strong large-scale environmental forcing), while warm season cases usually accompany
convective systems which have developed in the convergence zone, or in an articulated atmospheric front with a
secondary active low pressure system. The predominant bow echo type in the cool season included the Squall Line
Bow Echo, whereas in the warm part of the year the Bow Echo Complex and Classic Bow Echo. Cool season bow
echoes do not indicate a clear diurnal cycle. In turn, the highest frequency of warm season cases peaks between
15.00 and 18.00 UTC.
Our research also shows that, in the cool season, the pre-line environment is predominantly characterized by weak
instability (small or negligible CAPE) and strong vertical wind shears. Warm season events, in turn, can form
both in weakly and strongly forced environments, however, the values of kinematic parameters then are not so
large as in the cool half of the year. The analyses confirmed that the existence of a strong jet stream in the middle
and upper troposphere, was found to be conducive to bow echo formation. The presence of strong air flow in the
troposphere caused an increase in vertical wind shear values, which provided good separation between updrafts
and downdrafts, thus contributing to the development of a deep convection effect, even when the CAPE was very
low (particularly in the cool season).


